Modifiable risk factors for hospitalization among people with psychosis: evidence from the National Study of Low Prevalence (Psychotic) Disorders.
Relatively little has been published on dynamic, that is, modifiable, as opposed to static risk factors for hospitalization in the research literature on risk factors for hospitalization in serious mental illness. The aim of this study was to develop a model to determine modifiable predictors of hospitalization using data from the Australian National Study of Low Prevalence (Psychotic) Disorders. The Study of Low Prevalence Disorders used a two-phase design to estimate the prevalence of psychoses and identify characteristics of people with psychotic illness. This paper compares people hospitalized at the time of census and those using outpatient services. Logistic regression was used to examine the relative impact of dynamic characteristics including service utilization, symptom profile and risky behaviours on a base model for risk of hospitalization. In the base model, course of disorder and age but not type of psychosis were significantly associated with hospitalization. Among symptoms, delusions (but not hallucinations) and negative symptoms significantly increased the odds of hospitalization. Service utilization, especially case management, reduced the odds significantly and substantially. Results for risky behaviours (e.g. substance abuse, offending) were ambiguous. The results highlight the impact of dynamic factors, particularly case management, over and above static factors in reducing the risk of hospitalization in psychosis, and point to a potential for targeted interventions to avert some of the burden, both emotional and financial, associated with the hospitalization of people with psychotic disorders. These findings have important clinical and policy implications.